
6 BIG BENEFITS OF DIGITAL SIGNS 
Part 6: They Promote Loss Leaders 

DIGITAL MESSAGING
“Turn Traffic into Customers”

ALWAYS AFTER A DEAL

How often have you strategized ways to get people into your store, 
thinking that it's easier to sell more products if you could just get 
more people to come in?

Many managers come up with good ideas for loss leader marketing 
programs. They'll drop the price of a specific sale item to act as the 
carrot needed to get more movement into the aisles. Then, 
hopefully the new bodies will linger a bit considering other full-
price items too. It’s a good strategy that often works! 

It happens to me all the time with McDonalds. I will go in for the 
$1.00 iced tea and end up tagging on a burger or bag of fries, even 
though I really just wanted to spend a buck on the drink initially.  
Getting me in the door also enabled me to see all the cool items 
available, and I subconsciously locked those away for future 
buying decisions.

WHICH MEDIA WORKS BEST?

The big issue is not whether a loss-leader strategy works, the 
question is, “What is the best way to promote it?” 

Many try special newspaper and radio ads to lure people in but, 
when you consider the broad reach of newspaper and radio, 
many dollars are wasted not hitting the true target: the drive-by 
market.  Some people, correctly understanding their targets, will 
hang custom banners out in the front lawn to promote the 
special items each month. They pay lots of money and create 
lots of work, plus frequently the banners droop and get dirty, or 
blow away in the wind, making it even tougher for consistent 
and effective promotions.
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The best way retail marketers can promote loss leaders to increase 
store traffic is by using digital messaging.

ŸEasily changeable- Special promotions can be scheduled in 
advance;

ŸGets attention of the market most likely to respond- those directly 
passing your store;

ŸPromoting a loss leader can be rotated in with other ads including 
co-op ads, community bulletins, time and temperature, other non-
promotional items and services.

Read all 6 Benefits of Digital Messaging at www.holidaysigns.com, 
and consider your options for going digital!
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